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It was a cold evening and nighttime was starting to set in on the national capital. Business 

went as usual as most of the businesses and stores were closing for the day. Security guards were 

walking through and escorting the last visitors out of the National Record and Archives building 

as it was finally closing time. The last security guard made one last round around the building 

before turning to the other guard.  

“All is clear,” one of the guards said loudly. 

  “That’s good. Everyone except for the few security guards still here is now out of the 

building,” another guard said.  

“Great job everyone. You all did a great job today. This new state of the art system is the 

best I’ve seen in all my years in security. Anyone who even comes within five feet of the glass 

we will know about it,” the chief security guard said looking extremely pleased.  

“I’m glad your pleased Mr. Johnson. Now that will hopefully prevent some nut from 

trying to steal the documents,” another security guard said quietly.  

“It’s a beauty. Now finally I have the President and Congress off my back a little. They 

received a call saying that someone would attempt to steal the Declaration of Independence and 

U.S. Constitution and to be frank they let me have it until these extra security alarms and 

cameras were added Steven,” Mr. Johnson said calmly.  

“Well everything is checked and rechecked. Let’s all go home now go watch Monday 

night football,” Steven said quietly. Both Joe, the rookie security guard and Mr. Johnson, the 

head of the security at the National Archives and Records Administration (NARA) museum, 

whole heartily agreed as they quickly left the premises unaware that the crime of the year was 

moments away from occurring. Inside the National Record and Archives building was extremely 

quiet and dark. All the lights had been turned off but the security cameras were still powered on 

watching for any invaders.  

Despite the extra precautions the security guards took a dark figure hidden within the 

building had slowly snuck around through the building disarming the security alarm and cameras 

as moments later the dark figure stole two of America’s most precious documents the 

Declaration of Independence and the United States Constitution.  

 

************ 

 

The discovery of the theft of the documents quickly occurred the following morning as Joe and 

his partner were the first to arrive and noticed that the two documents were missing.  

“Hey, look at this,” Joe said.  

“Yeah. No sign of a break in. But how?” Steven asked. “Mr. Johnson is not going to be 

pleased.”  

“I’m not,” Mr. Johnson said.  

“Mr. Johnson,” Joe said.  



“Good morning Joe. Steven,” Mr. Johnson said. “So what happened?”  

“We’re not sure sir. I mean you checked out the system last night and all was in order,” 

Joe replied.  

“True,” Mr. Johnson replied.  

“Matthew,” a voice shouted.  

“What is it?” Mr. Johnson asked.  

“I think you need to see this,” the man replied.  

“Come with me you two,” Mr. Johnson said. The two guards quickly followed Mr. 

Johnson into the security room. Although he was already aggravated his mood quickly turned 

even more sour when the three of them walked into the security room.     

 “What happened Mr. Johnson?” a man asked as he approached the three of them.  

“I’m not sure Teddy,” Mr. Johnson said. “I checked the security system last night along 

with the two night guards Steven and Joe. All was in order.”  

“What time did you leave?” “It was about 7:30 almost 8 when we left sir,” Joe replied.  

“And you three did an end of night walkthrough before you left?” the agent asked. 

 “Yes Teddy. We did and I signed off on it,” Mr. Johnson said.  

“I’m going to need that list.” “You’re not thinking I had anything to do with the thefts,” 

Mr. Johnson said.  

“No. It is standard procedure. We all need to cover our tails.”  

“I agree. It looks like all the big dogs are in this one,” Mr. Johnson said.  

“Yes. The FBI, the Secret Service, the CIA and even the State Department is on this 

one,” the agent said. “I see,” Mr. Johnson said.  

“Wait. Who are you calling?” the agent asked. “A friend of mine,” Mr. Johnson replied.  

“But did you not hear we have the best agents in the business investigating?” the agent 

said.  

“Oh, I heard you but none of them are better than my friend,” Mr. Johnson said.  

“Whatever. As I said the feds are the best. They know what they are doing but what do 

you know. Go ahead and call. It is not like they are going to be much help anyway.”  

“We shall see,” Mr. Johnson said, ignoring the skepticism of the agent.  

 

*********** 

 

I know that with what the agent said you might be asking a few questions. Questions like 

who are we and why did Mr. Johnson call us despite all the federal agencies working on this 

bizarre case. The first part of the questions is easy to answer. My name is Charles Early and my 

partner is Emma Stevens. Emma was short white young woman who had short light brown hair 

and dark brown colored eyes and believe me when I say this she was tougher than she appeared.  

Emma’s parents had been in the Royal British Navy but they had disappeared let’s just 

say under mysterious circumstances when she was only three years old. After her parents’ 

disappearances she spent the next several years with her grandparents and after they were 

murdered she kept moving around and around. After high school she went to the academy and it 

was during her training at the police academy she was named by several of her instructors as 

being the toughest cadet they had ever taught.  

Emma had just finished the police academy and was quickly hired by our private 

investigator firm. Our investigator firm specializes in any major case that is so difficult and 

mysterious that most departments can’t solve on their own. Emma was originally from England 



and came to the United States only two years earlier and had only recently been hired by us. I 

had been with the firm for the last eighteen years and had seen my share of major cases but to be 

honest even this theft bothered me. Most people who know me would look at me and tell you 

that I’m a hefty man who looks tougher than I really am and that I would help anyone to the best 

of my ability. I am tall and I do quite a lot of white hair. I call my hair white but most people 

again would tell you it was gray. I enjoy weight lifting and solving mysterious crimes such as the 

one myself and Emma were about to embark.        

 “You excited sir,” Emma asked.        

 “You bet,” I replied. I could tell Emma was extremely excited about going to Washington 

D.C as this was her first ever major case.  

 

*********** 

 

The flight to Washington D.C was long and quite uneventful. I had almost forgotten how 

much I had hated flying but nevertheless we had a job to do. Emma, on the other hand, looked 

and acted like a curious child as she constantly looked through the window and stared in 

amazement as we flew.   

“This is just amazing,” Emma said. “Don’t you think sir?”  

“Sure, if you call seeing nothing but clouds high in the sky amazing,” I replied.  

“You hate flying,” Emma said.  

“I would not say hate, but I do have somewhat a distaste for it. I do prefer long road 

trips,” I said.  

“Well, maybe sir on the way back we can take a bus or drive our way back,” Emma said.  

“I agree with you that would be better, but I don’t like the boss would want us to do that,” 

I said.  

“All about money. Everything is about money,” Emma complained. “One day when you 

get your own business you get to decide all that, but I would caution you my young friend 

running a business with a group of people is not easy,” I said.  

“No, sir. It isn’t,” Emma said. “It won’t be long before we get there,” I added.  

 

********** 

It was later that evening when we got to Washington D.C. Emma and I decided it was 

best to check into the hotel and begin the investigation in the morning when we were both able to 

think more clearly. It had been a long day and there was no telling how long we would be in 

D.C. Emma quickly got our things situated in the room while I took care of the paperwork at the 

desk.  

“And that is that,” I said as I entered the room.  

“That was quick,” Emma, said surprised.  

“You know me. I don’t like to waste time,” I added.  

“True that. So, who are we meeting tomorrow,” Emma asked.  

“We’re meeting Mr. Johnson, an old friend of mine,” I said.    

 “Really. Where did you meet him?” Emma asked.      

 “We both served in the same unit while in the Navy,” I replied.    

 “Cool,” Emma said. “Now, its late. Time to get to bed. We have a long day of work 

ahead of us,” I said.            

 “Well, good night sir. See you in the morning,” Emma said,  



 

************* 

 

Emma and I were up bright and early to meet Mr. Johnson and his two guards at the 

Archives Building. He had texted me and requested to meet with them before agents at the other 

agencies showed up again. I was not really why he was wanting to see us but I was glad he was 

and that my partner Emma was getting some experience in handling major cases. We both 

arrived at the Archives building where we greeted by Mr. Johnson and the two guards.   

 “Thanks Charles for coming. I see you have a new partner. Who is she?” Matthew 

Johnson asked.           

 “My name is Emma Stevens and who might you be?”     

 “I’m Matthew Johnson, head of security for the National Archives and Records 

Administrations museum or simply the NARA,” the man replied as he turned around and 

introduced the two security guards. “These two guards worked with me the other night when 

both the Declaration of Independence and the US Constitution were stolen. This one on my right 

is Joe Henry and the other one is Steven Dawls.” He nodded to the two guards as he spoke, 

“These two detectives would like to speak to you.”  

“Thank you, Matthew,” I said as I turned to the two security guards whom Emma had 

started asking questions.           

 “Did either of you notice anything unusual the night the Declaration of Independence and 

the US Constitution was stolen?” Emma asked the two guards.  

“No. Joe and I did are usual final round before leaving that night and nothing was out of 

the ordinary. In fact, Mr. Johnson, our boss received word from the higher ups that it was 

suspected that someone was going to steal the two documents so he put in extra security alarms 

to make it harder to steal the documents. After we made sure everyone was out and that all the 

security alarms were on, we talked to Mr. Johnson and we had our end of day walk though 

before we leaving.”    

Steven Dawls was extremely tall and had extremely white hair and dark blue eyes. Steven 

was a veteran security guard who had been with the NARA for the last seven years. Before 

coming to work for the NARA he had been a security guard for several different banks and firms 

and in all his years of doing security this was the most bizarre crime he had ever seen.  

“What kind of extra security alarms did your boss install?” I asked Steven.  

“Mr. Johnson added extra alarms in the glass containers that were supposed to go off 

when someone lifted the glass. He also added alarms in the ground that went off when someone 

got within five feet of the glass. There were extra cameras installed too,” Steven replied.  

“Do you know who might have made the threats to steal the documents?”  

“Honestly I don’t. It was probably some nut on the street but whoever it was it got the 

attention of Congress and the President who ordered the extra security alarms to be installed,” 

Steven said calmly. 

“You know it is a big deal when you get the attention of both Congress and the 

President,” the second guard said.          

 “And what was your name again? For the record,” Emma asked.    

 “My name is Joe Henry,” the guard said. Joe was much younger than Steven and he had 

just been hired by the NARA. He was a short white man who hardly had any hair. He had a short 

dark brown mustache and had dark brown eyes. He had just graduated from the University of 

Virginia with a criminal justice degree as he quickly got hired by the NARA.    



 “Mr. Henry, how long have you been working for the NARA?” Emma asked.   

 “I have been here only two years and I have never seen anything like this,” Joe replied. 

 “Well, no one has,” Emma began.        

 “Matthew, I am curious as to why you called us in here for when you do have other 

federal agencies here too,” I asked.         

 “Chuck, I have a gut feeling this was an inside job and I want an independent 

investigation from a neutral party to help with this. It would put my mind at ease,” Mr. Johnson 

said.    

“Why do you think someone on the inside did this? Has there been any threats that this 

could happen?”           

 “Chuck, word came down the president and Congress got an anonymous call saying that 

the documents would be stolen. That is why the extra security was added.”    

 “Do you have any idea of who might have made those calls?”     

 “No, Chuck. I do not.”          

 “Well, Matthew. That is why my partner and I am here. To help get to the bottom of this 

mystery,” I said.           

 “A mystery this is sir,” Mr. Johnson said added before I turned back to the security 

guards whom Emma was still questioning.        

  “Your boss mentioned that there were security cameras in the rooms with the 

documents,” Emma asked.          

 “There were. But I don’t think that will do any good,” Joe said.    

 “Why do you say that?” Emma pressed.       

  “Alright. I will show you. Follow me. The room is this way,” Joe said as he began 

leading Emma to the security room.          

 “I’m heading back,” Emma said.        

 “I’ll be with you in a few,” I said as Mr. Johnson and I continued talking.   

 “We might as well join them,” Mr. Johnson said.     

 “Agreed.”  

 

********** 

Joe and Steven led Emma to the security room which was in the back of the building 

where no visitors were allowed. The room was small like most security rooms were though there 

were plenty of televisions that allowed the guards to see everything in the building at any time.  

“Here you go. Check everything out. You probably won’t do any better than Michael 

did,” Joe said.  

“Perhaps or perhaps not,” Emma said quietly as she began searching through the entire 

room. 

“How’s the search going on,” I asked as me and Mr. Johnson entered the office. 

“Hey. What’s  up sir?” “How’s the search going?”  

“Sir, so far from all appearances all the equipment is operational, and nothing seems to 

indicate nothing is wrong with the system. The security cameras appear to be functioning as they 

should.” Emma stood there continuing to observe the equipment as she thought to herself so why 

is there no video of the other night when the thefts occurred?  

“Pardon me,” Mr. Johnson asked after hearing Emma mumble.  



“Matthew, who else has access to this room?” I asked.  

“There’s myself, Steven, Joe of course and then there’s also Kelli and Charlene. Kelli and 

Charlene both mostly work the morning shifts with me but occasionally they’ll work the 

evenings when either Joe or Steven is off.”  

“Mr. Johnson did either Charlene or Kelli work the day the two documents were stolen,” 

Emma asked.  

“Charlene worked that day, but Kelli was off. You don’t suppose either of them have 

anything to do with this.”  

“That’s what we’re trying to find out,” I told Mr. Johnson. “Is Kelli or Charlene here 

today?” Emma asked.  

“No. They both are off,” Mr. Johnson said.  

“Thank you, Matthew,” I said before Emma began pulling my arm to get my attention. 

“Sir, we need to go,” Emma said to me quietly. 

“Alright,” I said before turning back to Mr. Johnson. “We appreciate you bringing us in.” 

“No. It is I who should be thanking you,” Mr. Johnson said.  

“We’ll get back once we find out more,” I said as the two of us left the security room. It 

was only a few minutes after leaving the security did, I realize something was bothering Emma. I 

waited until we both got outside the building before, I spoke again.  

“Emma, something is wrong. What is it?”  

“That is what I am trying to figure out sir. I think it is just strange that brand new security 

equipment just suddenly starts malfunctioning. I mean don’t you think whoever stole the two 

documents also was the one who sabotaged the equipment.”  

“You mean sabotage. Well, that is a possibility. I think it is time for us to pay a visit to 

Kelli and Charlene. What do you think?” I asked calmly. No sooner than I finished speaking did 

I notice Emma had already got us a taxi. 

 

*********** 

It did not take us long to arrive at Kelli’s house. Kelli had a small brick apartment that 

was not too far from where she worked and Emma and I slowly noticed that her house was 

highly decorated with different kinds of ornaments. Kelli Jones was the senior security guard 

during the morning shift but today was her day off. Kelli was a short older woman who had dark 

brown hair that also had a yellow stripe running down the right side. She had dark emerald 

colored eyes and she wore thin glasses that she mainly used to read. Kelli worked for the NARA 

for the last thirteen years and it appeared to both me and Emma that Kelli really enjoyed her job.  

“I tell you this is the most bizarre situation I’ve ever seen,” Kelli said as she sat down 

drinking a small cup of coffee. “I’ve seen many strange things over the years, but this beats all.” 

“What do you mean by strange things?” Emma asked.  

“This is not the first-time documents have gone missing from the building and it seems 

every time that a document or something goes missing the security cameras also seemed to be 

sabotaged,” Kelli said quietly.  

“Every time,” Emma said, with a surprise look on her face in her. I was shocked too 

when I heard what Kelli had said.  

“That’s why the President and Congress ordered the new high-tech alarms to be installed. 

We were all trained with the security system and to be honest it was unlike anything I had ever 

seen before. It was much harder to learn than were the others and many more systems you had to 

deal with,” Kelli replied.  



“Kelli, what is it your partner Charlene does for the NARA?” I asked.  

“Charlene,” Kelli said, with a sound of disbelief in her voice “Charlene used to be a great 

security officer. One of the best but lately she has been having some problems. She hardly comes 

to work on time and whenever she does she seems to do her job half way well. I tell you 

something is bothering her. Things for her went downhill ever since she met some guy named 

Michael Barnes down the street.”  

“Who is this Michael person you speak of?” Emma asked as I listened and wrote notes. I 

continued to listen to the conversation as I continued looking around.  

“Michael Barnes is an expert on security equipment. He has got a shop just a few miles 

from here, but he is trouble,” Kelli replied.  

“Why do you say he is trouble?” I asked curiously. “Michael once applied for a job with 

security for the NARA and when I was asked to run a background check on him, I quickly found 

that he served time for theft and drug possession.,” Kelli said before pausing for a moment. 

“Michael and Charlene first met just as he opened up his shop. Things at first we as you expect 

happy and cheerful but something happened recently and their relationship has deteriorated.”  

“How so?” I asked. “Charlene would come into work half the time with scratches and 

bruises on her. I suspected Michael was beating her, but I did not have proof. She did not talk to 

me about Michael, but I sensed something was wrong. When someone did mention Michael by 

name she would freak out,” Kelli said.  

“That should have been a clue that something was amiss,” I said.  

“I know I should have said something, but I did not want to look like the bad guy and 

make accusations that wound up turning up false”  

“That is the police’s job miss. Well anyway, thank you Kelli for your time. We’ve got to 

get going,” I said calmly.  

“What’s wrong?” Emma asked.  

“We’re done here,” I replied before again turning back to Kelli. “Again, thanks for the 

time. You have been most helpful.”  

“No. Thank you. Have good day now.” 

 

************** 

We quickly followed our lead and went to the shop which Michael Barnes owned which 

was only a few miles away. Much to our surprise Michael was a much more pleasant person than 

we expected but Emma started feeling that perhaps he was being a bit too cooperative. Michael 

Barnes was a tall brown colored man who had extremely dark brown eyes. He had braided hair 

and much too both our surprise Michael was dressed very well and he seemed to run his business 

very efficiently. Despite growing up in a troubled neighborhood in downtown Philadelphia 

Michael was extremely brilliant.  

“Yes I did,” Michael replied to both of us after being asked about his past. “I was 

convicted of theft and drug possession when I was thirteen, but I thought my record was sealed 

since I was tried as a juvenile.”  

“Most nonviolent acts committed by juveniles are treated as such and the records are 

normally sealed. So how it is possible that it got leaked? Did someone you know who knew 

about the adjudication leak that information to the NARA,” I asked calmly.  

“There are plenty of people out there who knew I had troubles in my youth. I don’t have 

many friends and to be honest I made more enemies than not. So, it could be several people but 

I’m not letting that bother me anymore. I’m just happy to have been able to open the shop,” 



Michael said bluntly. “And quite frankly while I am thinking about it, I am now glad I did not 

get the job with the NARA.”  

“Why do you say that? I mean anyone usually wants to work for the government in any 

position,” Emma asked.  

“Because the NARA is spooked.”  

“Spooked. How so?” I asked.  

“I should say more cursed. I mean just look at what happened. Thefts of the US 

Constitution and Declaration of Independence. And apparently that is not the first time someone 

tried to steal documents or make threats of to do so,” Michael said.  

“So, we have been told,” Emma said. “That is why the President and Congress asked to 

upgrade the security systems.”  

“I know,” Michael said. “Despite not working for the NARA directly I was the one they 

came to concerning the system upgrade.”  

“You,” I asked. “Yes. Charlene put a good word in for me,” Michael began.  

“Speaking of Charlene,” Emma began.  

“Don’t tell me you believe the rumors about me beating her?” Michael asked.  

“Who said anything about beating her?” I asked.  

“Funny thing about rumors. They all start of as that. Pretty soon after a short time those 

rumors will be believed as facts,” Michael said bitterly. “And I do not beat her either. She can 

tell you.”  

“She may very well have too,” Emma said.  

“I can tell you who else can vouch for me,” Michael said.  

“Who?” I asked.  

“Jonathan Daniels.”  

“Jonathan Daniels, but wasn’t he?” Emma began.  

“The one who prosecuted me as a youth. He sure is detective. But now he is in private 

practice Michael said quietly. “We keep in touch occasionally.”  

“Well, thank you Michael. We’re awfully sorry for wasting your time. Have a great day,” 

I said as Emma and I left the electronic shop. 

 

************* 

Our next stop and the last one for the day as it was getting late was Jonathan Daniels’s 

residence which happen to only be a few miles away from the electronic shop. Jonathan’s house 

was much larger than any we had been to during the investigation and it was very clean despite 

him living alone. Jonathan Daniels was an older white man who had been practicing law for 

nearly half of century. He moved to Washington D.C only a few years earlier and had been 

mostly in private practice since he arrived in the capital although he occasionally would take on a 

criminal case. Jonathan Daniels was short and bald and wore thick dark brown classes that he 

used almost daily.   

“Good evening. How may I help you?” Jonathan Daniels asked.    

 “We need to ask you about a few things, more specifically about a man named Michael 

Barnes,” I said politely.          

 “Oh dear, I hope he’s not in trouble again,” Jonathan said as he sat down in his small 

wooden chair.             

 “I’m not sure if Michael is in trouble or not yet but someone surely is and my partner and 

I need to know everything you know about Michael,” I calmly said.     



 “Well Michael, at one time as you might have found out had been in trouble with the law. 

He was a young man who was desperately trying to get out of the horrible neighborhood he was 

in, but the trouble was he hung in with the wrong crowd. He was only charged with one count of 

theft and one count of drug possession but he admitted to me that he had stolen on several 

occasions and had done drugs a lot. He wanted to take responsibility for his actions and start new 

so during our plea hearing he plead guilty and served three years of probation and three hundred 

hours of community service while in exchange for his plea if he stayed out of trouble and grew 

up and actually made something of himself his juvenile record would be expunged when he 

turned eighteen,” Jonathan Daniels quietly said.        

 “You mean his record is completely clean,” Emma asked in disbelief.    

 “Oh, heavens yes. The judge presiding over the case expunged the record several years 

ago and that was when he moved here and took out a federal loan so he could open up his 

business. A person who has been convicted of a felony cannot take out any federal loans,” 

Jonathan said quietly. “That means whoever told the NARA that Michael Barnes had a juvenile 

record lied,” Emma said as she turned to me.        

 “Oh dear, did Michael try to get a job at the NARA? Well he should have been able to. In 

fact, no one even came to me or to Judge Watkins who presided over the case as we both could 

have truthfully told them that his record had been expunged the day he turned eighteen provided 

he served his probation and stayed out of trouble,” Jonathan Daniels said quietly. “Which he did. 

I was proud of Michael. Becoming a model citizen despite his rocky past.”    

 “Another question, do you know anything about Michael’s relationship with Charlene?” I 

asked.             

 “They were darn inseparable.”         

 “So, there was no problems with them?”       

 “No. They were as happy as any couple could be.”      

  “Emma,” I said as I turned to her. “You’re not thinking of what I am.”   

  “I’m beginning to theorize what is happening but right now it is too soon to be sure,” 

Emma said.             

 “I see,” I said as I turned back to Mr. Daniels. “Thank you, for your time. See you 

around.”  

 

********** 

After leaving Mr. Daniel’s apartment we ended our day at a small pizza parlor. We sat 

that the pizza parlor for several hours eating pizza and reading reports and notes that we had 

taken so far in our investigation. Nothing was adding up to this point. All we knew was that we 

had been lied to and that someone had cleverly stolen the US Constitution and Declaration of 

Independence without any trace of evidence indicating who was involved. I then took out a 

newspaper I had bought earlier and began reading it. I wonder I quietly thought to myself as I 

continued reading the newspaper article. The article on the front page was very interesting to say 

in the least as the story described the crime and had large photo of where the Declaration of 

Independence and the US Constitution were stolen.        

 “Are you hungry sir?” Emma asked as she came back to the table a few minutes later 

with two small pepperoni pizzas.          

 “Not really but I will have some food to help me think more clearly.”    

 “Oh, I get it. You’re still working on the case.”      

 “Very astute observation Detective Stevens and I won’t stop until the crime is solved,” I 



replied quietly.           

 “Well stop for now and relax sir. You are always working extremely hard and don’t seem 

to have any time for anyone. What about your wife or children?”     

 “My wife has been long gone,” I began.       

 “Sorry sir. I did not-,” Emma began.        

 “Don’t be. I don’t talk about my personal life very often.”     

 “I’m sorry. If you don’t want to talk.”        

 “No. I need to. Talking does liberate the soul. My wife was also an investigator like I 

was,” I began.             

 “What happened sir?”          

 “We’re both investigating a mole that had been selling secrets to the Russians. I was in 

Russia following up intelligence that told us that the mole was preparing to meet Russian agents 

with military secrets. I didn’t know at the time and I overlooked several clues, but my wife was 

much closer to solving the case than I was and unfortunately the mole we were looking for was 

the one that shot and killed her,” I told Emma.        

 “Was he ever caught?” Emma asked.  

“You know the funny thing is-is that he was caught for a short time and imprisoned, but 

yet no one still really knows who he is. The man, whom some knew as the man and for others the 

Alphabet Terrorist, was given a whole life order in England and placed in the most secure prison 

but that did not keep him from escaping and terrorizing more people.”    

Emma fell silent at these words. For a few moments she said nothing. Despite her general 

quiet nature, I had never seen her fall silent. Perhaps I said to myself it was something I said and 

that she did not want to listen to more but she surprised me when she again spoke.   

 “What happened afterwards?” Emma asked.       

 “To this day our mysterious killer has not been caught again. From what I have been told 

the mysterious criminal’s worst crimes occurred after he was imprisoned and escaped,” I said. 

 Emma again stayed silent for a moment. I could again tell something was bothering her. I 

did not know if it was something I said or if it was the case though I began to suspect it was 

something else besides the case. After a moment of silence she spoke again.    

 “I’m sorry Charles. I’ve always wanted to be an investigator since I was a child. My 

parents disappeared when I was three and both of my grandparents were killed when I was 

thirteen,” Emma told me calmly.          

 “I’m sorry to hear that,” I said as I looked down at my watch. “Goodness gracious look at 

the time and so much work to do still.” I immediately paid the bill as we went back to the hotel 

realizing after I read the article that whoever stole the Declaration of Independence and the US 

Constitution wasn’t going to be in town much longer if they hadn’t already left.   

  

************* 

 

The next morning was extremely miserable for both Emma and I as our first visit was to 

Charlene who lived a few blocks down from the National Archives building. Charlene’s house 

was small like the others we had been to but hers was not as kept up. The first thing I noticed 

when we arrived was that the grass surrounding her apartment was much longer than the grass 

surrounding the others. Charlene’s apartment was a small brick building which she shared with 

another young girl named Trisha. Trisha was a young black girl who was attending college at 



George Washington University who could not afford to pay tuition as well as room and board. 

Trisha was in her third year and was seemingly doing extremely well in her economic courses.  

“I’m sorry but you two just missed her. She just went to work although I say something 

has been bothering her lately,” Trisha said as she sat down in her chair. “Lately she seemed to 

me to be really irritated at something. I can’t say for sure but lately she has been getting really 

angry really quickly. She always comes home and says something bad about a lady named 

Kelli.”  

“She says something bad about Kelli. We were under the impression that they were 

friends,” Emma said calmly.  

“For a while they were inseparable but something happened. Lately she has been seeing 

some guy named Michael Barnes and to be honest Kelli didn’t like that one bit. Kelli told 

Charlene that Michael was trouble and that he had a rap sheet for theft and drug possession,” 

Trisha said.  

It was at that precise moment I turned for a moment and saw a white sheet piece of paper 

lying on Charlene’s desk. I picked it up and quickly realized that this was a piece of evidence we 

needed. “What is this?” I asked realizing that Trisha might not know.  

“Charlene never told me. All she said it was that three days after the thefts occurred she 

found that piece of paper close to there the two documents were kept,” Trisha said calmly. “If 

you don’t mind, I need to get back to studying.”  

I slowly went back to Charlene’s desk and picked up the other two documents, I saw 

moments earlier, which I instantly recognized as guides to the security system in the NARA 

building. “Not at all. Thank you for your time and good luck in school,” I whispered as we left 

the apartment. 

“We didn’t learn much of anything there,” Emma complained as we left the apartment.  

“Oh yes we did. Our next stop is back at the National Record and Archives building,” I 

said as I began waving and shouting to try to catch a taxi to get there. 

 

*********** 

We arrived at the building about fifteen minutes later and we arrived there we noticed 

thousands of reporters and federal officials. Neither Emma nor I knew what was happening, but 

we quickly ran inside the building and saw federal officials had arrested Charlene for the thefts 

of the two documents.  

“Ah it is good to see you Charles. Kelli informed us that Charlene stole the two 

documents and that we got them back this morning,” Matthew Johnson said.  

“That was quick,” I said.  

“Sure was,” Mr. Johnson said. “Thanks for your help. It looks like the case is closed 

now.”  

While Mr. Johnson and I briefly conversed my partner Emma went close to the locations 

of the two documents where she knelt down and found a small piece of dark blue cloth next to 

the ventilator.  

“Charles look at this,” I heard her say as Mr. Johnson and I ran to her.  

“What in the world?” Mr. Johnson asked.  

“Good job Detective Stevens.” I said.  

“Charles, what does this mean?” Mr. Johnson asked.  

“It likely means Charlene is being framed,” I said as I continued to look at the small blue 

cloth.  



“Framed? But by whom? I mean all the evidence points in her direction and we do have 

the documents back.”  

“Are you sure Matthew?” I asked.  

I had seen that cloth before, but I was not going to let that knowledge out yet until I could 

confirm my suspicions. I was certain for myself I knew who the culprit was, and I was also 

equally certain that the two documents in the glass containers were not real. My problem was 

there was no way yet for me to prove my theories in the courts and I wanted to be certain beyond 

a reasonable doubt before I made such claims public.  

“Apparently not. Even an open and shut case is not so simple anymore,” Mr. Johnson 

said.  

“Do me a favor. It will not take but a few moments. Have your forensic scientist scan 

those documents. I have a suspicion I know what they will find,” I said.  

“Will do,” Mr. Johnson said. Mr. Johnson quickly radioed for forensic scientist to come 

to the main hallway to scan the documents. As they did that I quickly ran out and followed 

Charlene and the agents. Charlene, as one might expect, was yelling and shouting out profanities 

at the agents and officers who was escorting her out of the museum and just as they were about 

to leave was when I shouted at them.  

“Officers, wait for a moment,” I said as the FBI and Secret Service agents stopped 

irritably.  

“What is it now Detective Early? We’ve got to take our crook and book her,” one FBI 

agent replied. 

“Are you sure? I mean really sure,” I asked.  

“Yeah. We’re sure,” the agents replied.  

“Sure, like beyond a reasonable doubt sure. Because I cannot say so. My gut feeling is 

telling me you don’t have your crook or the real documents back, I replied.  

“WHAT,” all the FBI and Secret Service agents said in unison. “You must be joking,” a 

second agent said.  

“I am afraid not. This investigation quite frankly has been rushed and the evidence my 

partner and I have gathered does suggest it was an inside job,” I began to say.  

“It was an inside job and we got our crook,” the second agent said.  

“I bet you don’t,” I said.  

“Boss,” a third agent began. “We may have a problem.”  

“What kind of problem?” the second agent said. “I just got word on the radio. Forensics 

just did a quick check on the documents. Don’t ask me how I am no forensic expert but 

apparently Investigator Early’s instinct is right. Those documents are fakes.”  

“What? Those documents are counterfeit?” the agent shouted.  

“Pardon me,” I began as I turned and saw the name on the agent’s badge. It read Agent 

Stone and I quickly surmised he was not one to be toyed with to say in the least. “Agent Stone.”  

“What is it?” Agent Stone asked impatiently. Agent Stone was a tall gray-haired man 

much like me, but was much more unpleasant. From what the other agents told me Agent Stone 

never joked or even so much cracked a smile on the job and he was the one always leading the 

charge. Agent Stone slowly approached me in a look that I knew was utter disgust as he again 

spoke to me as though he wished I wasn’t there.  

“Yes, those documents are fake. I only had a suspicion based on a gut feeling, but you 

now have proof,” I said calmly despite Agent Stone getting into my face.  



“Matthew Johnson,” Agent Stone yelled loudly and within a moment Matthew Johnson 

approached the two of us.  

“Yes, Agent Stone,” Mr. Johnson said. “We have a problem still. Your friend had gut 

feeling and forensics confirmed those documents in the glass case are counterfeits.”  

“Yes, I know. I was surprised as much as you are Agent Stone,” Mr. Johnson said.  

“I wish you did not bother me on a fake chase. This type of scenario really tests my 

reputation and you know I do not play when it comes to my reputation,” Agent Stone said.  

“I’m sorry. I did not know,” Mr. Johnson said.  

“I got an idea Agent Stone. My partner and I have a plan,” I began.  

“A plan,” Agent Stone said sounding unconvinced.  

“Yeah. A plan. Give me an hour and I’ll have both your crook and the two documents,” I 

said calmly. Neither Emma nor Mr. Johnson could believe what I said and both expected Agent 

Stone to immediately spit in my face and reject the deal but to their surprise he slowly 

approached me as he spoke.  

“Alright you have one hour and after that I’m taking her and you in. Her for the thefts 

and you for interfering,” Agent Stone said coldly. He immediately ordered the other agents to 

release Charlene who was still shouting out profanities and insults. Charlene started to walk out 

of the door as I caught up with her for a moment.  

“Charlene, I know you’re irritated and rightfully so but there are two questions I need to 

ask you,” I asked calmly.  

“Go ahead. It makes no difference,” Charlene said disgustingly. Charlene was a short 

black woman who had been working for the NARA for the last dozen years. She got an associate 

degree in criminal justice two years after high school and quickly landed a job here not long 

after. From what I saw I knew she wasn’t a computer expert and she knew something that she 

wasn’t going to tell either the FBI or Secret Service so we moved further away to where no one 

could listen.  

“First I am curious about this one thing. Where did you find this?” I asked as I showed 

her the paper detailing the security cameras and alarm system of the building.  

“I know this. It is a page from the security system manual. It is supposed to be classified 

information. I found it beside the ventilator the day after the two documents were stolen and 

when I showed it to Kelli and Mr. Johnson, they shrugged it off. I knew it would be important so 

I took with me to my house. I’m not an expert on computers and I don’t have a password to even 

to get into the system and check the cameras or do anything like that. I’m mainly a floor security 

guard which is what I like anyway,” Charlene replied.  

“One more thing if you don’t mind. How’s your working relationship with Kelli?” I 

asked calmly.  

“ARE YOU KIDDING,” Charlene yelled. “Working with Kelli lately has been a 

nightmare. We used to be friends but something has changed about her. She didn’t like the fact 

that I and Michael started seeing each other. I already knew about his past. He was upfront about 

it, but his record was supposed to be expunged and so when Michael applied for a job here, she 

used his past against him and got his application thrown in the trash,” Charlene said calmly.  

“The good news Charlene is that Michael’s record was expunged. We talked to the 

district attorney who prosecuted the case and in fact it was Mr. Daniels who talked to the judge 

to get the case expunged so Michael could take federal loans for his small business,” I said 

quietly.  

“You mean,” Charlene began.  



“You love him,” Emma began.  

“Michael and I are inseparable. He is the best thing that came into my life,” Charlene 

said.  

“Thank you ma’am. I’m sorry for bothering you. You may go,” I said as Charlene walked 

away.  

“Sir,” Emma said.  

“What is it?” I asked. “I thought you might want to see this.”  

“What is this?”  

“Personnel records from the NARA.”  

“How did you get this Detective Stevens?” “I talked to Mr. Johnson and he allowed me to 

see these,” Emma said as she handed me the files. I took a quick glance and saw that Kelli also 

had a degree in electronic engineering. She had received that degree a few years before receiving 

her criminal justice degree and getting a job at the NARA. She had not mentioned the fact she 

also got an electronic engineering degree with anyone and the more I thought about it the more it 

made sense.  

“Good job Emma,” I said as I turned to Agent Stone. “Agent Stone, can you get us an 

arrest warrant for Kelli Jones?”  

“Kelli Jones,” Emma asked with disbelief.  

“Yes Detective Stevens,” I replied. “Are you sure?” “Yes, Detective Stevens. Kelli had 

the motive, means and opportunity to steal those documents. The cloth you found and the fact 

that forensics confirms the documents in the case right now are fake only confirms my theory,” I 

replied as I turned back to Agent Stone again. “Please get that done quickly and meet us at 215 

Maple Avenue.”  

“You bet I can and will,” Agent Stone said in such a way that I thought he might have 

cracked a smile. 

 

************ 

It did not take Agent Stone long to get the arrest warrant as Emma and I were the first to 

arrive at Kelli’s apartment though FBI and Secret Services agents quickly followed. It seemed as 

though Kelli expected us to find out what happened as when we knocked and entered she quickly 

tried to run but was stopped as she saw FBI and Secret Service agents entering from the back end 

of her apartment.  

“Alright Kelli, where are the Declaration of Independence and the US Constitution,” I 

asked calmly. FBI and Secret Service agents by now had the entire place surrounded so Kelli 

sobbed when she realized she had no choice to reveal where she hidden the two documents.  

“They are in the ventilator shaft in the archives building,” Kelli sobbed.  

“WHAT?” Agent Stone and several other FBI agents said in unison.  

“The documents never left the building but had been taken out of their protective 

casings,” Emma said. “It all adds up now. Whoever would have suspected a veteran security 

guard of stealing the two most precious documents in US history but again everything fell into 

place as the investigation pursued.”  

“How did you know it was me?” Kelli asked as FBI agents put handcuffs on her.  

“I thought at first it was Michael Barnes but I quickly realized it was an inside job when 

my partner Charles pointed out that there were no signs of a break in to the building or into the 

system. It was then I realized that one of the security guards committed the crime.”  



“But how did she get into the building at night? The security alarm would have gone off 

if she broke into it,” Agent Stone asked.  

“That confused the both of us until Emma found the small blue cloth next to the 

ventilator and of course Charlene had also found a classified page of the security system a few 

days earlier. Kelli was a computer expert but wasn’t an expert with the system so she borrowed 

the manual as she went into the system and shut it off. As an employee who had security 

clearance, she was authorized to have the manual and to get into the system. With numbers and 

an ID, she could go into the system without the FBI or the Secret Service being alerted to a 

hacker into the government system. She got into the building through the ventilator system  

which connected to an underground passage. That passage runs to her house which is only a few 

blocks away so the escape would have been easy since no one would have been able to see her,” 

I told Agent Stone and the other agents.  

“Why was the cloth important?” Agent Stone asked.  

“My guessing the cloth was just something she was going to use to wipe her prints off the 

glass container. Kelli did not want her prints on the glass. The only people that would have been 

able to get near the glass containers would have been security guards or other personnel that 

worked with the documents. Prints, which there would not have many of on the glass container, 

would have easily given the plan away,” Emma said.  

“With all the advancements in technology and forensics any shot of her getting away with 

the crime would have went down the tube,” I added.  

“Good point and her plan still went down the rube. I guess my last question is why,” 

Agent Stone asked the two of us.  

“I can answer that Agent Stone. You see Kelli and Charlene were interested in the same 

man though Kelli didn’t outright say it. Kelli was jealous enough of Charlene and Michael being 

together that she devised a way to separate them. At first she tried to frame Michael as she knew 

Michael was a security expert and he would be the first federal agents would look but when she 

realized she wouldn’t be able to frame Michael and get what she wanted she then tried to frame 

Charlene. By returning what appeared to be the real Declaration of Independence and the US 

Constitution her word would be taken without question and Charlene would go to prison and her 

obstacle to having Michael would be removed,” I replied calmly.  

A moment after I finished speaking an agent on the radio informed Agent Stone that they 

had indeed found the real US Constitution and Declaration of Independence apparently 

unharmed and still in some kind of protective covering.  

“Well thanks to you Detectives Early and Stevens the two documents can be returned 

safely. The federal government owes you two big thanks,” Detective Stone said in a cheerful 

manner as other agents took Kelli Jones outside. Agent Stone was the last to leave followed by 

Emma and me.  

“I think it’s time to go and relax now that the case is over,” I told Emma.  

“Where to?” Emma asked curiously.  

“I’m going to Bob’s Grill and bar tonight. Why don’t you come and enjoy? Dinner is on 

me. Long live freedom,” I said as we finally left the apartment with our major case together 

finally solved. 


